Correlating motor unit morphology with bioelectrical activity - A simulation study.
The aim was to determine motor unit morphology underpinning the various MUP waveforms using MUP analysis. The simulation method is based on the decomposition of MUP into single fiber potentials. Number of fibers, fiber diameters and fiber to electrode distances were determined. The impact of each muscle fiber on the MUP waveform was determined and quantified by its percentage contribution. The origin of the four examined MUPs of distinct waveforms have been explained by showing the histograms of fiber diameters and their distance to the electrode. In the case of a low amplitude MUP it was found that it originated from fibers of smaller than normal diameters with no dominant fiber. In another case of a MUP of short duration its shape was due to a single fiber close to the electrode which contributed to about 80% of the MUP. In case of polyphasic MUP, muscle fiber diameters variability was responsible for MUP characteristic. MUP from normal muscle originated from few fibers of similar diameters. Correlation between MUP's characteristic and morphological features has been indicated. Our findings are consistent with the neurophysiological knowledge about the origins of MUP. The approximation method enables MUP analysis that provides quantitative description of motor unit morphology. MUP analysis using an approximation method enables to get an insight into motor unit morphology and therefore increases understanding of the way the motor unit structure correlates with MUP waveform. Extending the amount of information available from EMG examinations.